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C A L I F O R N I A  L A W  R E V I S I O N  C O M M I S S I O N  S T A F F  M E M O R A N D U M

Study J-1300 April 2, 1997

Memorandum 97-8

Trial Court Unification by County: Preliminary Considerations

SCA 4 (Lockyer) provides for trial court unification in a county on a vote of a

majority of the superior court judges and a majority of the municipal court

judges in that county. This measure will appear on the ballot at the next

statewide general election, scheduled for June 1998. The Legislature has asked

the Commission to report recommendations pertaining to statutory changes that

may be necessitated by court unification.

The Commission has decided to give this matter a priority, with the objective

of legislation for the 1998 session. We have delayed our consideration of this

matter in response to the request of Senator Lockyer’s office that we work out a

cooperative method of proceeding with the Judicial Council. We have now

worked out such a method, through our consultant, Professor Clark Kelso and

the Institute for Legislative Practice at McGeorge Law School. Professor Kelso

will attend the Commission meeting and explain the agreed-upon arrangements.

See Exhibit p. 5.

We will need to devote a substantial amount of our resources to this project at

the next few Commission meetings, and it may be necessary to increase

Commission meeting time, in order to meet our objective of legislation for the

1998 session. We have already scheduled a two-day meeting for May at which

we hope, in addition to other matters, to review significant portions of the

statutory material. We should decide at that time whether it is also necessary to

add a day to the June meeting or to schedule a special session on another date.

Professor Kelso will discuss at the meeting his proposed schedule for producing

material for staff and Commission consideration. See Exhibit p. 5.

We have publicized the initiation of Commission deliberations on this project,

and expect to have a substantial mailing list for it. A bill has been introduced in

the Legislature which is available to cover immediate problems in unification

and could serve as a vehicle for other statutory revisions. See AB 1110 (Murray),

attached as Exhibit pp. 1-4.
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This project presents a fairly complex drafting task, since SCA 4 enables

unification on a county-by-county basis. It is likely that, at least initially, a fair

number of courts will elect to unify and a fair number of courts will not. Thus the

statutes will need to accommodate both unified and nonunified courts.

Attached to this memorandum as Exhibit pp. 6-12 is a discussion by Professor

Kelso of some initial drafting issues that pervade the entire project. Professor

Kelso may also present a few more overarching issues for Commission

consideration at the meeting. We should review the issues identified by Professor

Kelso and make preliminary decisions concerning them. These decisions will

determine our initial drafting approach in this project and enable us to progress

more rapidly through the affected statutes.

Respectfully submitted,

Nathaniel Sterling
Executive Secretary


























